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            Please check all enclosed documents:

       1 General monitoring 
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■	 Application Form

■	 Annex I Project proposal 

■	 Annex II Budget calculation tool

■	 Annex III Partnership agreement 

■	 Annex IV Monitoring and evaluation plan

■	 Annex V Cases 

■	 Annex VI Organisational capacity (optional)

■	 Annex VII Financial statement (free format - by main applicant)

Project proposals without all mandatory annexes (I-V and VII) will not be considered.

Based on the information you provide in this project proposal, make a clear monitoring and evaluation plan 
that allows you to monitor and measure progress throughout the project, and provide clear evidence of the 
project’s success. Demonstrate who will carry out the monitoring and how (e.g. site visits, regular meetings). 
It is also important to include ways to  deal with monitoring outcomes and to operationalise them, i.e. 
how the project team can adjust activities along the way to achieve its results in time. The monitoring and 
evaluation plan is divided into 4 categories: general monitoring, project monitoring, monitoring of the 
partnership and financial monitoring.

Briefly describe (in max. 750 characters) the procedures and systems that the organisation has in place  
to monitor progress and the quality of its internal activities. This relates to non-financial monitoring 
(financial monitoring is dealt with in section 4). Specify whether there is ISO 9000 certification, application 
of the INK model, accreditation by the Central Office for Fundraising Organisations (Centraal Bureau 
Fondsenwerving, CBF), and other relevant quality and guarantee verification marks. Explain the above, 
including  the following:
• a more detailed description of the quality system;
• a description of the variables measured in the monitoring system and the frequency of measurement;
• recent and expected developments in the internal quality system.

|



      2 Project monitoring 

2.1.  In the project proposal 
(Annex I), you presented your 
intervention strategy.  
Define indicators based on the 
project outputs and activities 
for the monitoring of the 
project (e.g. the number of 
people who will be trained;  
the increase in positive 
perceptions of an issue). 
Describe for each indicator  
how it will be measured,  
when and by whom.  
Also describe your sources 
of this information or these 
measurements. Use the  
table on the right.
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Monitoring and evaluation plan
Netherlands Enterprise Agency

Annex IV 

Activity KPI/PI Measurement Source Responsible 
party or 
individual

Baseline and 
date

Target (per 
year and total)

Period
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2.2.  Describe how monitoring 
contributes to adjustments  
in the project needed to reach 
the set targets.

2.3.  How will you update the actor 
analysis and context analysis 
(see Annex I) during the project 
duration to anticipate changes 
in the local context?

       3 Monitoring of the partnership

|

|

Briefly specify (max. 500 characters) how the organisation monitors the efficient deployment of resources, 
making use of screening, reporting, quality requirements and sanctions. Elaborate on the above, based on 
the following:
• Examples of concrete improvements in the management capacity of partner organisations in the past 

few years.
• Examples of sanctions imposed in the past on partner organisations.
• Recent and expected developments in the monitoring of partner organisations.

|
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Specificatie van documentnaam
Afzender kleindochter
Afzender moeder

Documentnaam max 30 tekens 

       4 Financial monitoring

 

 

Annual budget assessment

Authorisation of expenditure

Budget depletion audit

Purchasing/contracting

Internal control function

(Financial) reporting requirements 
for partners

External audit

 
 
 
 
 
Using the main applicant’s internal financial procedures as a guide, describe (max. 750 characters) how the 
responsibilities in the text block below will be carried out.  Simultaneously give detailed information on the 
following:
• The appointment of the head of finance (training/experience, whether or not this is a member of the 

management team).
• The follow-up given to recommendations by external auditors.
• The financial audit of partner organisations (for example sanctions, regular use of external auditors).
• How costs are minimized and/or the budget is reviewed .
• Concrete improvements in the organisation’s financial management structure that were  recently made 

or are expected in the near future.

|

 
 
 
> Explain how the following issues are addressed within the partnership, and by whom. 
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